Job Title: Jr.. Accounting Administrator
Location: Acheson, AB
We are looking for an ambitious Junior Accounting Administrator to provide support to the financial department by
assisting with daily accounting tasks. Data entry including journal entries, AP entry, and general accounting department
tasks are a large part of the junior accounting administrators day-to-day work. The ideal candidate will be well-versed in
accounting principles and able to work comfortably with numbers while maintaining correct data entry with attention to
detail. The Jr. Accounting Administrator contributes to the overall efficient operation of the finance department.
Western Star Trucks (North) Ltd. believes in hiring and retaining the best people by offering a positive open work
environment, Paid Industry Training, Competitive Compensation, and Full Benefits including RRSP Matching.
If you are an experienced, dedicated, and passionate Jr. Accounting Administrator and want to be a part of making
Western Star Trucks (North) Ltd. the best in the industry please send us your Cover Letter and Resume.
Job Summary
The Jr. Accounting Administrator responsibilities include data entry, AP, journal entries, maintaining general ledger, and
helping with the efficient operation of the finance department. Duties also include ensuring accuracy and effectiveness in
all our accounting tasks. A successful junior accounting administrator combines a willingness to learn with an aptitude for
accounting.
Duties and Responsibilities








Post and process journal entries to ensure all business transactions are recorded
Update accounts payable and perform reconciliations
Assist in the processing of balance sheets, income statements and other financial statements according to legal
and company accounting and financial guidelines
Update financial data in databases to ensure that information will be accurate and immediately available when
needed
Prepare and submit weekly/monthly reports
Assist senior finance staff in the preparation of monthly/yearly closings
Assist with other accounting projects

Requirements









Experience as a Jr. Accounting Administrator
Excellent organizing abilities
Great attention to detail
Good with numbers and figures and an analytical acumen
Good understanding of accounting and financial reporting principles and practices
Excellent knowledge of MS Office including strong Excel skills
Ability to take direction from Sr. Finance Staff and Management
Willingness to grow and learn through taking on challenging tasks

